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The apocalypse is here!After the world changed and aliens started hunting down humans, only

a small group of survivors remain. But the alien invasion is just getting started! Now our heroes

must learn to work with the AI and nanotech provided by Lucy to grow stronger.The seeders

and other monsters they encountered so far were just the first wave. Now the real aliens are

going to arrive to claim parts of earth. Brad, Jake, and Sam must level up if they are going to

survive the second wave!APOCALYPSE ONLINE is a litrpg/gamelit post-apocalypse fantasy

series filled with action, adventure, aliens and snarky AIs.If you are a fan of System

Apocalypse, Defiance of the Fall, or the Sun Shadow series, you'll love Apocalypse Online!
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52627282930313233343536373839404142Author Notes1SamThere was a knock on the

boarded-up sliding door as Sam stared off into the forest beyond Kurtis’s fence. It was Jake,

waving her inside through the slit in the barricade. Sam stepped inside.Jake smiled. “Hey Sam,

we’re getting ready to go back to the Gaming Center. Are you ready to go?”“To hunt seeders,

mutants, or any aliens that showed up early?” Sam tapped the knife on her belt. “Always

ready.”Jake ruffled her hair. “That’s good, because today we’re hunting the deadly two-by-four.”

He pulled her inside the house.Sam couldn’t help the groaning laugh that escaped her. Since

they’d arrived in Scotch Creek, they’d claimed the local Gaming Center, one of the tourist

hotspots as their home base. According to Jake, the Gaming Center had once been a popular

tourist destination that fell on hard times when the local tourism trade diminished. She couldn’t

understand how it could fail. It was an awesome setup: a bowling alley, mini-golf, arcade, and a

restaurant. What kid on summer vacation wouldn’t want to spend their parents’ cash in a place

like that?While they left Aron, the group tank, and the other survivors behind to fortify the

place, there was sure to be no shortage of work left for them to do when they got back.“Fine! I

guess we can do the less exciting work first.” Sam tried to come off like an angsty teen, but her

laughter betrayed her.Cory, one of Jake’s friends, chuckled. “Your sister’s still a bit of a handful,

huh?”Jake beamed as he squeezed Sam’s shoulders. “That’s a good thing. If it weren’t for her

doing her own thing, I wouldn’t be alive right now. She was the one who taught me all about

this cultivation stuff, and kept my aether poisoning from getting worse.”Kurtis huffed out a short,

quiet laugh. “That hokey-pokey spiritual stuff you told us about sounds like a special kind of

pain in the ass, Jake.”“Powerful, though,” Brad added. “Jake here is pretty strong without a

normal class, and I think being a cultivator gives him a lot more flexibility than the rest of

us.”Kurtis forced a tight smile. “I’ll pass on the Karate Kid nonsense and go for whatever helps

me shoot better.”“So you guys talked them into taking the nano?” Sam asked with a broad

smile. The more humans they had with nanotech on their side, the better their chances of

fighting off the coming aliens. Sam had no idea when the aliens would make planetfall, but her

muse had warned her that their arrival would come sooner rather than later.A month if we’re

lucky, dear, Olivia said in her sweet, mothering voice. Sam was still getting used to the doting,

affectionate AI sharing a skull with her. Sam’s parents were less than ideal, which made her

strange mannerisms all the stranger to her.“That’s right,” Jake said. “Cory, Kurtis, Randy, Jason,

and Jo are all going to get the treatment as soon as we take them to the upgrade center.”Jason

cleared his throat. “We—uh—haven’t quite told my sister yet.”“Good luck with that,” Randy said

with a laugh.Sam found it amusing to no end that Randy looked like Jesus with his long hair

and beard. If he didn’t choose the healer class, Sam was going to grieve the missed

opportunity for an endless stream of “Jesus saves” jokes. From what Jake had said, Randy had

heard them all, but she was positive she could come up with a few new ones.Now dear, there’s

no need to be rude to the man, Olivia said. It’s up to every human to decide which path they

want to walk.I’m not saying I’ll force him. I’m just going to strongly encourage it. Sam couldn’t

help the grin creeping onto her lips.Jason gave a slight smile. He was the tallest and most

muscular of Jake’s friends, rivaling her brother’s own build. For the most part he was a quiet

man, at least when he wasn’t dealing with his friends. “Uh-huh. I’m sure the little mad bomber

will jump out her window the second we tell her there’s a chance she can blow stuff up



better.”Randy looked to Jake. “Please tell me there’s plenty of water or fire extinguishers at your

place. I love Jo to death, but she is a walking fire hazard.”Jake moved to Randy’s side,

wrapping an arm around his shoulders. “Don’t worry, Jesus, we’ll be safe and sound with you

around. Now let’s go get her.”Randy grumbled at the nickname, but didn’t protest as he was

hauled out to the street with everyone else. They climbed inside a Ford F-150. While Jake’s

friends took the cabin, Sam and Brad sat in the bed. They pulled open the rear window so they

could talk just as the huge truck’s engine roared to life.Jake shook his head. “You got the gas

model, Cory? Really?”“Diesel, thank you very much. This is a working man’s vehicle. Unlike

your cute little electric truck,” Cory said as they drove through the neighborhood. “You say that

now, but you won’t as soon as the diesel runs dry,” Jake countered. His own truck was an

electric model, just like the F-150 variant they had unofficially picked up for Aron.Jake’s

reasoning for the choice was sound in Sam’s book. The electric vehicles made next to no

sound while they drove around, and thanks to the solar panels they’d picked up in Kelowna,

they could always recharge them. Sam kept that information to herself. She didn’t really know

Jake’s friends beyond the occasional story he shared. If Jake wanted to convince his friends, it

was on him to convince them.Cory grinned as he drove around the rare wreckage they passed.

“Plenty of fuel in the stations, Jake. And you forget, we have a mad bomber on hand who’s

pretty handy with chemistry for her age.” Unlike the city, the damage in Scotch Creek was

surprisingly minimal. There were still shattered windows, broken-down doors, and streaks of

blood scattered about. Sometimes the blood was mixed with the thick, industrial green of a

human being turned into fertilizer for the aliens' terraforming, but it was far less than the city or

the towns they had passed. In Kelowna it wasn’t unusual to see entire structures and

demolished buildings coated in the green goop. Even the small towns on their road trip to

Scotch Creek were all flattened and covered in the fertilizer.They stopped at another boarded-

up house. This one was fenced off with barbed wire, the kind Sam had only seen used by cattle

ranchers.Cory honked the horn twice. Sam, Jake, and Brad all flinched at the noise.“What the

hell are you doing?” Sam asked, readying her crossbow.Cory looked over his shoulder.

“Getting Jo’s attention.”“But the seeders might come.” Brad hefted his shotgun.Cory waved

them off. “Relax. There aren’t too many of those buggers around after we killed the alpha. If

they show up, we just gun them down.”Before their complaints could continue, a window on the

second floor was pulled open. A blond girl Sam guessed was Jo shot her head out of the

window, hanging onto a gun as she looked down at them. The young woman looked around

Sam’s own age.“I thought you said she was a kid,” Brad said.Jason shrugged. “Just because

she’s a big kid doesn’t make her any less of a kid. She’s the third-born, but between her and

Les, it’s hard to tell who’s the kid sometimes.”Jo’s face lit up immediately upon seeing Cory’s

truck. She gave an exaggerated wave. “Hi, Cory! Is it playtime again already?”Randy sank into

his seat, hiding his hand behind his face. “That’s what she calls it whenever we bring her to

hunt seeders. She’s a big fan.”Everyone in the truck erupted in laughter, but Sam was a little

concerned over how carefree the girl seemed, especially since Jason had referred to her as a

“mad bomber.” She didn’t see the two of them getting along, as explosives didn’t go too well

with a rogue’s ability to sneak.Oh come on, Sammy. Give the girl a chance. I think she’s

adorable, Olivia said.Sam didn’t get a chance to respond before Jason stuck his head out the

window and shouted, “No, but we might have a way for you to make those aliens blow up even

better.”Somehow, Jo’s smile grew even wider. “I’m coming down right now.” She vanished back

inside the house.Jason couldn’t help grinning from ear to ear. “Watch this.”Randy tried to sink

deeper into his seat.In moments, Jo jumped out the window. Sam’s mouth fell agape, both from

the action and the outfit. Jo wore a red sweater which doubled as a skirt, along with boots and



black stockings. As she fell through the air her sweater lifted, exposing the jean shorts

underneath. It would have been an adorable outfit, if she were planning on doing anything but

fighting seeders.Jo landed with a practiced roll as she shot back to her feet and hopped in the

back of the truck. Her backpack jostled around with what Sam could only imagine were

explosives of some kind. The bandolier of pipe bombs she had across her chest didn’t give her

much reason to doubt it was anything else. Of course, Jo also had an adorable stuffed bunny

hanging off the side of her pack, so who was she to judge?“I’m ready,” Jo called out, then

waved at the others around her. “Hi guys, I’m Jo.”The truck pulled away from the house as Brad

gave an amused shake of his head. “Hey, Jo. I’m Brad. This is Sam.”She’s adorable! Olivia

practically squealed in Sam’s head.She’s a bit much, Sam countered.“Sup,” Sam said, much

more reserved than the new arrival.Jo just beamed like nothing was wrong in the world, even

as they passed a few burned-down houses. “It’s a pleasure to meet you all.”“Oh, before we go

to that Gaming Center, I gotta show you the crater,” Cory called back, way too excited about

this.Jake furrowed his brow. “The crater? Like where a big seeder ship crashed?”“Better,” Cory

insisted.Sam had a long list of questions she wanted to ask of Jo, but for now she kept them to

herself while she figured out how to phrase them. Jo seemed friendly enough, but her clear

fascination with explosives made Sam very wary of landing on the girl’s bad side.Jo noticed

Sam staring and simply returned a dazzling smile.Sam blinked. Does this girl even have a bad

side?I’m sure she’s just adjusting to this world far better than the old, Olivia assured her. Her AI

was obviously infatuated with the new arrival.Sam wasn’t going to argue. Instead, she focused

on the scenery as they drove down a wooded road into town. The signs of the seeder invasion

were far more obvious there. Seeder ships had smashed through general stores and homes.

Buildings were burned to the ground or scattered through the streets when some big creature,

likely an alpha, smashed its way through. Bloody streaks of green marked where bodies were

dragged through the streets before they were smashed into walls or abandoned cars.It was a

depressing sight. Sam tried to imagine what the town would have looked like prior to the

invasion. From all the little stores, coffee shops, and other small businesses, she thought it

might have been a quaint village. The sort of place she would have hated living in, being far too

rural for her taste, but the kind she would have loved to visit for a week or two. With the tourist

lodgings they had claimed as their new base of operations, it was easy to see Scotch Creek as

a great place to go camping, hiking, or for other outdoor fun.Who am I kidding? Sam thought to

herself. Before the world ended, I would have chosen a day of VR gaming over a week in a

place like this.And now your world is a VR game, Olivia said. Isn’t it funny how we don’t

appreciate what we have until it’s gone?Sam just nodded to herself, earning a curious glance

from Jo.The truck came to a sudden stop as Cory announced, “We’re here.”“Woah,” Jake said

as he stepped out of the truck.Wondering what the big deal was, Sam and Brad stood up in the

truck bed. The pair gasped at the sight before them.Right in the middle of an intersection—the

main one, Sam had to guess from how big and important the buildings looked—was the crater

Cory had mentioned. It was big enough to swallow the truck whole two or three times over, as

the road had given way into the sewers below. Sam was certain this had to be the work of

seeders, but there were no signs of a seeder ship. Instead, there were scorch marks all around

the crater and a distinct lack of windows on the surrounding structures.The rest of the men

climbed out of the truck.“This is where we killed the alpha,” Cory said, gesturing at the crater.

“Pretty cool, huh?”Sam, Jake, and Brad all sat there, slack-jawed at the sight.Jason chuckled

softly at their reaction. “I wasn’t kidding when I said Jo was a mad bomber. She did this all by

herself. We just baited the alpha.”Sam looked turned to face Jo, who stood behind them with

her arms clasped behind her back. She swayed back and forth with a proud, toothy smile. “H-



how?” Sam asked.The crater in front of them looked like it had been made by some sort of

military ordnance. There was no way Jo had access to anything of the sort.“Bomb barrels,” Jo

exclaimed. “Cory helped me fill them up and move them here. We put them under the road and

hid them around the cars that used to be here so when that big, nasty monster ran by, there

wasn’t anything left.” She gave a little hop, thrusting her fist into the air.Sam clapped her hands

together in front of her face, shooting Jo the most concerned expression she could manage.

There had to be something wrong with this girl.“Well, except for the head. We picked that thing

up a few blocks away,” Kurtis deadpanned.“That’s amazing,” Brad finally managed to get out.

“You know, I think I have the perfect class in mind for you.”Jo tilted her head, her hat flopping to

the side as she pressed a finger to her chin. “Class?”“Fill her in during the drive,” Cory said.

“I’m sure she’d love to hear all about how this fancy nanotech stuff works.”As the others

climbed back in the truck, Sam and Brad sat down.Jo dropped into a cross-legged seat,

planting her hands on her knees. “Nanotech? How’s that going to help me blow stuff up

better?”Sam wasn’t sure she was the best one to explain this to her. After seeing the crater,

Sam wanted to discourage her from embracing her explosive tendencies before Jo accidentally

turned someone to ground beef. She gave Brad a pleading look, urging him to handle this.“So,

me and Sam are gamers,” Brad began, “and before the aliens invaded, we played a game

called Apocalypse Online.”Jo’s confusion only grew. “I played games, too. Never the fancy VR

stuff, though. Mom and Dad said it’d rot my brain. I don’t see how, though.” She shrugged.

“Playing in the real world is a lot more fun, anyway.”“I can see that.” Brad laughed as they

passed a building which clearly had its doorway blown out. More of Jo’s handiwork, most likely.

“Anyway, the game warned us the invasion was coming, and we were sent nano-pills. They

basically granted our bodies the ability to process aether and use it to become stronger, gain

new abilities, and generally avoid getting aether poisoning.”Sam leaned back against the

truck’s wall. “That’s what was making everyone sick before Brad healed them.” “Huh…I was

wondering why they were all getting sick. I never had any, and I spent plenty of time playing

with Jason and his friends.” Jo sounded so innocent to everything going on around them as

she spoke. “But I never took a nano-pill or played any Apocalypse Online.”Brad stroked his

chin. “What do you normally do when you’re not out playing with the others?”“Studying. Mom

and Dad got me lots of books I never touched because we had the internet. But that doesn’t

work anymore.” Her head drooped with her hat. “It’s a lot harder to find the information I want,

but I’ve been getting faster at reading.”Sam let out a hum. “I think she’s been performing

cultivation meditation by accident. Studying hard, training hard, taking damage, all of these

things would channel the aether someone has into something useful rather than let them be

poisoned. I think it’s part of the reason Jake’s friends weren’t suffering from higher levels of

poison.”Brad nodded. “Might be the case. Hopefully it wouldn’t stop her from picking a class if

she wanted to, though.”“Like in a roleplaying game? I think I know what class I would want to

play, then,” Jo said with a brilliant smile.Sam shrugged. “Mage?”Jo swung her torso back and

forth as she shook her head. “No, not a mage. An alchemist or an artificer. Those two classes

always make the best explosions in tabletop RPGs.”Are those even classes in the system,

Olivia? Sam asked.Olivia took a moment to answer. They are advanced classes following the

mage progression path. While other mages focus their intellect and magic on spells, these two

variants focus it into gadgets and potions. Of course, they still learn spells to cast.Sam tilted

her head back in thought. Couldn’t anyone just learn to craft potions or magical gadgets?

Technically speaking anyone can learn the skills, dear, but those classes have bonuses to their

progression, as it is their primary focus.Sam smiled at Jo. “Looks like those are advanced

classes. But if you want to be a cultivator and figure it out as you go, that path is available,



too.”Jo tapped her chin, then flung her arms up in the air. “I’ll figure it out later. This all sounds a

lot more complicated than rigging up demolition charges.”Sam blinked. She barely grasped the

concept of making molotovs after they’d looted several from Colton’s people, the anti-pill

crazies who’d nearly killed them all back in Salmon Arm. Yet here was this girl talking about

rigging up complicated explosives like it was nothing.“It’s a pretty big choice, so take all the

time you need to pick a class. You won’t have to do it right away,” Brad assured her.The rest of

the drive was spent making small talk while Sam avoided the questions she wanted to ask.

Mainly the “What’s wrong with you?” question, which kept jumping to the front every time Jo

expressed her love for explosives in such a giddy matter. But she didn’t strike Sam as a bad

person, just a little odd.When they returned to the Gaming Center they had chosen as their

home, they found Aron and the others had already secured the building. The structure was

already being upgraded. Structural weaknesses like windows and doors had received the bulk

of their materials and efforts. As Sam took in their surroundings, it didn’t look like any of the

other buildings had gotten any such love.“Welcome back, guys,” a muffled voice said from the

rooftop. It was Aron in full armor, putting up the solar panels with Chet’s help.The truck came to

a stop, and Brad shot his arms out at Aron. “Why?”“Why what?”“Why are you putting up solar

panels in full armor? Isn’t it too much bulk for you or the roof?” Brad asked.Aron waved him off.

“Roof’s fine, but uh, we could use Jake’s help setting all this up, if you don’t mind us stealing

him.”Jake stepped out of the car, his hands on his hips. “Come on guys, they came with

instruction manuals.”Chet gave a resigned nod. “Yeah, but we could still mess these puppies

up. You know, like IKEA furniture.”Jo leaned over to Sam. “Those two are a little weird, aren’t

they?”Sam didn’t think Jo had much room to speak on the subject of strange behaviors, but

she had to agree. “They’re an odd bunch, but they’re good people.”“I bet they are,” Jo said with

that infectious smile of hers. “The odd ball in the gas mask, especially. But I get the feeling he

needs a hug.”Sam wasn’t sure where to go with that.Brad hopped out of the back of the truck.

He gave Jo a wry smile. “You have no idea how true that is.”Sam cocked her head. There’s a

story here I’m missing.Sounds like a personal matter, dear. You shouldn’t pry, Olivia

insisted.Sam was about to pry when a squeaky little yawn pulled everyone’s attention to the

pouch in her hoodie. Rocky was stretching out inside, blinking at the world around him. The

flying squirrel saw Jo and gave her a little wave.Jo’s hands shot up to her mouth with a

delighted squeal. “You have a pet squirrel? That’s adorable! I’ve always wanted a cute, fuzzy

little pet like that.” She swung her backpack to the front, showing the stuffed bunny hanging

from it. “A bunny especially.”“Well, he’s not really my pet as much as my companion. But he’s

friendly,” Sam said.Rocky didn’t waste any time crawling out of Sam’s pocket to curiously sniff

at Jo. When she reached down to pet his head, Sam was worried Rocky might act with an

overabundance of caution. Instead, the rather large flying squirrel pressed into her hand with a

happy little chitter.“Aww.” Jo practically melted as she scooped up Rocky and cuddled the

adorable little furball.“Just wait until you meet Sweetness. He’s even bigger, and loves the

attention even more,” Brad said as he gestured for the others to follow him inside.Sam climbed

out of the truck as she remembered they had left Sweetness behind, much to the honey

badger’s protest. Brad said he didn’t want to scare off any local survivors with the enormous

honey badger roaming around, plus he would keep the others safe while they worked.The

moment Brad stepped into the Gaming Center, Sweetness pounced on him. He managed to

catch the badger in one arm.“Holy crap,” Kurtis shouted as he and the other men scattered.

They almost readied their rifles when they realized what was going on.Brad grunted as he

fought to maintain his balance against Sweetness’s bulk. The badger was now larger than a

husky after all the fighting they had done against Colton’s people. Sweetness squirmed in



Brad’s grasp like a dog that hadn’t seen its master in ages.“I missed you too, buddy.” Brad

laughed, giving Sweetness a hug before setting him down on the floor. “Guys, this is

Sweetness. My honey badger.”“Interesting pet you got there,” Kurtis commented.Jo squealed

once again, rushing for Sweetness. She managed to stop herself a few feet from the huge

badger as she dropped to her knees, her hands stretched out to him.Sweetness gave her a

curious glance, then waddled over to her. He sniffed Jo’s face a few times before dragging his

tongue across her cheek, then climbing into her lap.Jo embraced the fuzzy creature. “He’s

another cutie, too.”“We bonded thanks to the nanotech,” Brad said. “Plus, I did heal him when

he saved my life.”Sam thought she should mention Sweetness eating several people’s faces.

But after one look at Jo’s adorable face with the badger in her lap, Sam couldn’t bring herself to

do so.“So I can make friends with a cute, fuzzy animal if I get this nanotech, too?” Jo

asked.Brad nodded.Jo clambered to her feet, managing to heft Sweetness in her arms even as

she struggled to keep her balance. “Let’s go already!”The group laughed as they headed

deeper into the Gaming Center. It didn’t take long for Jo to set Sweetness down on the ground

while they passed by the different survivors. They waved at the different people who had

survived the ordeals the apocalypse had thrown at them. Heather the nurse, who’d survived

Colton’s ambush and then decided to become a healer. Tim—some guy with a less-than-ideal

attitude that Brad saved from a school—who’d also decided to take up the healer class. Then

there was Christine and her son Danny, the youngest nano-pill user in the entire group. The kid

was only ten, but he had yet to choose a class for himself.Deep inside the Gaming Center’s

arcade, they moved past all sorts of retro game cabinets. They came to a stop at a wall at the

back of the arcade. Space Invaders, old Mortal Kombat, and Tekken were among the different

cabinets. Then, without any warning, they pulled aside the Street Fighter cabinet, revealing a

hidden door.“This is some super-secret spy nonsense, isn’t it?” Jason asked. “I’ve been here a

hundred times and never saw that door.”Brad smiled as he opened the doors, leading

underground to the upgrade station. “Sort of. Lucy, the big AI I told you about, had to hide these

upgrade stations. Not just to keep them safe from the seeders, but any humans who decided to

use them for less-than-noble reasons. Well, dismantling them for research rather than helping

them to survive the invasion, I mean.”“Fair enough. That fancy shotgun of yours looks a lot

angrier than any other gun I’ve seen people carry around on Earth. Heavy as hell, too,” Jason

said.Brad nodded. “If you guys gather up enough aether, you can get your own fancy alien

guns, too.”“What about learning how to make bigger and boomier bombs?” Jo asked.Sam gave

a concerned laugh. “If your muse doesn’t help you with that, maybe the 3D printers can get you

a guide or some skill books. Though you could just spend aether points on the related crafting

skills. That might just magically let you know how to make things.” Sam had yet to touch any

crafting skills herself. So far she had focused exclusively on stealth and combat, which helped

increase her effectiveness, but she hadn’t noticed any new techniques revealing themselves to

her out of the blue.“There’s still a lot to learn with this system, huh?” Jo picked up on their own

limited understanding without skipping a beat.“That’s right,” Brad said.The upgrade station here

wasn’t any different from the one back at the mall. From the long hall with 3D printers and

couches lining the walls, to the large chamber at the back for gene therapy, the upgrade station

was a carbon copy of the last one. It must have been far easier to mass-produce the stations

around the world using an identical design, but Sam wondered if there were bigger

facilities.There are, Olivia informed her. But they require far more aether to operate and they’re

in the major cities, so there isn’t much reason to go find them yet. I’m not sure anyone here is

strong enough for a trip like that.Securing valuable resources never hurt anybody, Sam

countered.No, but activating them would draw attention from very powerful seeders and aliens



you aren’t prepared to deal with, not like these tiny stations.Sam hadn’t realized the upgrade

stations attracted aliens. The ruined one they found back in Salmon Creek was full of dead

bodies, so she assumed they had gotten unlucky and grabbed the seeder horde’s attention.

Alphas were smarter creatures than the smaller seeders, however. Maybe they could spot

active upgrade stations if they were close enough.“So we just stick our hands in here and let it

inject us?” Cory asked, rolling up his camo sleeve.“That’s right,” Brad said. “Just get the shot

and stand under the blue lights. The nanotech will be activated. Won’t take long at all before

you have your muse.”While Jo and Jake’s friends each went to a station to have the nanotech

injected into them, Jake came down the stairs.“Hey, Brad. I hope you don’t mind taking care of

my friends here for a bit. Me and the guys are heading out for a supply run,” Jake said.Brad

raised a brow. “Are we short on food?”Jake shook his head. “Nah. We just got the solar panels

up and running, the batteries are charging now, but this is the only secured building in the area.

Aron used everything to turn this place into a little bunker.”“It’s not a bunker,” Aron shouted

down from the top of the stairs. It seemed he took offense to the comment for some

reason.Jake laughed. “Anyway, we need to secure other buildings to give our people more

space. And we need to secure the perimeter before Aron decides we need to start digging

trenches.”“You can never have too many trenches,” Aron shouted down.“Where are you

thinking for another building?” Brad asked. There was an RV resort across the road that had

hundreds of RVs, but they weren’t what Brad would call secure buildings. “There’s a large

building down the street.”“That’s the Hub,” Cory said. “Angie and her crew will probably be

securing that building. We’ll have to get them to come and get the nano-pill, though.”As Cory

and Jake debated with Brad about secondary locations, Sam found a corner to sit down and

visit with Rocky.2Jake“So where exactly are we going?” Chet asked as they stepped out of the

Gaming Center and headed for the trucks. “I can’t imagine a small town like this has more than

one or two hardware stores.”Jake pulled a map from his pocket and pressed it to the side of his

Tesla. He circled an area on the east side of town.Jake, you do know you have a map built into

your head, right? Hazel, his muse, informed him in her British accent. One you can share with

everyone in your party.It was a point Chet drove home. “Woah. That’s pretty analog,

man.”Sorry, I’m still getting used to it. Jake laughed. “So I’m a little old school. Bite me.” He

stabbed his pen at the center of the circle. “Anyway, I used to work construction back in the day

in these parts, before my family moved us over to Kelowna. Before the world ended, I checked

in with my old boss to see how business was doing, and he told me they had a big construction

project out there. So if the seeders haven’t flattened the construction yard just yet, there should

be plenty of materials for us there, and power tools, too.”Aron chucked his shield in the back of

his blue F-150. “You had me at power tools,” he said before climbing in.“I better go back him up.

Are you going to be alright driving alone?” Chet asked.Jake pulled his pistol out of the holster,

giving it a spin like a cowboy. “The seeders won’t know what hit them if they try to cross us.” He

tried to spin the pistol back into its holster, but missed.Chet grinned, holding in a laugh.Jake

pointed at Chet. “Ah-uh. Don’t say a damn thing. I’m still working on that trick.”“Sure.” Chet had

just taken a step toward Aron’s truck when the Gaming Center’s door flung open.Tim ran

toward them, waving his arms. “Wait for me,” he called out, stopping in front of Jake to catch his

breath.“Everything alright, Tim?” Jake asked.He shook his head. “No. That Jo girl scares the

hell out of me. She’s way too happy for someone lugging around that many explosives, and I

don’t want to be anywhere near her if one of her bombs goes off.”Chet burst out laughing. “That

cute girl? You’re scared of her?”Jake scratched at his stubble. “My friends did say she was a bit

of a mad bomber, and she was loaded up with explosives.” He shrugged and threw Tim a party

invite. “Eh, what the hell. Another set of hands will come in handy. Hopefully we won’t need you



to use your healing magic while we’re out.” Jake fixed his attention on Tim. “You can fight,

right?”Tim lifted up the sledgehammer he’d been hauling around. “Obviously. I’d be pretty dead

already if I couldn’t.”“Hop on in, then.”They loaded into the trucks and set off across town.

Along the way they spotted all sorts of useful little businesses which might make for good

salvage later on: a drugstore, a small grocery store, and a few others. Jake was proud of his

hometown. They weren’t fancy, but most of the people were hard workers. People out here

were far more self-reliant than city folks. It was a damned shame so many had died during the

invasion. Jake didn’t like to think of all the friends and acquaintances he’d never see again.The

way his friends told it, only about a dozen or so people survived. Alan and Nora—Jake’s old

neighbors—were among them. Another of the survivors was Cynthia Bentley. She was the

matriarch of the Bentley clan.Apparently she’d forced Jo to move in with Jason before the

apocalypse. The excuse they gave him was that his sister missed him dearly, and he lived

closer to her old job. The reality was she’d wanted to avoid having a third house fire thanks to

Jo’s experiments.Now that I think about it, it was probably a terrible idea to bring that kid along,

Jake thought.Don’t be like that, Jake. She’s a sweetheart, and from what I hear, a bit of a

genius, Hazel said. She might be able to make all sorts of handy gadgets for you and the rest

of your little tribe. Sort of like Q, only with an extreme focus on explosives.That would be pretty

fantastic. I just hope she doesn’t burn down our new home before the seeders do.As they

drove through the city, Jake noticed a beautiful—if odd—sight as they passed through one of

the larger intersections. There was a large herd of deer roaming toward them from a street to

their side. Most surviving animals had grown considerably larger after the seeders began their

invasion—it was part of whatever terraforming the aliens had done—but these were far larger.

The deer were nearly bigger than their trucks with a violet glow to their eyes. Pale grey fur with

patches of purple and spidering violet veins peeked through. Then there were the horns. Jake

wasn’t confident either car could handle those spikes puncturing through them.“Uhm, deer

don’t just attack people at random, right?” Tim asked as the herd fixed their gaze on their

trucks.“Usually,” Jake said as they cleared the intersection.The angry, warped call of a deer

echoed through the city streets, and the gallop of their hooves filled the air. In the rearview

mirror, he saw the herd round the corner behind Aron’s truck and charge right at them.Jake’s

eyes widened. “Aron, step on it,” he shouted through party comms as he floored it. “Way ahead

of you,” Aron said.The truck’s electric engine hummed louder as they gained speed. One of the

advantages of electric cars over gas-powered vehicles was their acceleration. Though he

would be lying if he didn’t miss the roaring engines of gas or diesel-powered vehicles. It was a

small price to pay for the perks of instant power.“Please tell me you have a gun, Tim,” Jake said

as he watched the rushing herd gain on them while they sped through the small streets and

around abandoned cars.The herd plowed into an old, abandoned husk of a vehicle. The lead

buck rammed its horns into the burned-out wreck and flung it aside like it was little more than

an inconvenience. Jake did not want either of their trucks tangling with those things.Tim fished

out a short submachine gun. It looked like an AK-74-U. “I got one right here.”“Where did you

find that?” Jake asked as he swerved to the left, the tires squealing as Aron followed his lead.

The herd of deer crashed through the cars behind them before veering toward them.Tim

chambered a round before answering, “3D printers.”Jake wanted to question the wisdom of

choosing an Earth weapon over an alien weapon, but he didn’t have room to talk with his own

pistol choice. Nor did he have time with the deer after them.“Shoot them,” he called out over

party chat while he held the car steady.Tim leaned out the window, firing a burst at the

approaching masses. The deer he hit slowed and whined, but it didn’t collapse. Chet took aim

at another, emptying his magazine into the creature. It crumpled to the ground as the party



received aether. You have received 20 aether.“They’re gaining on us,” Aron said.On his mini-

map, the deer were just inches away from the back of Aron’s truck. Another turn was coming

up.“Sharp turn right up ahead,” Jake called. He flung the truck to the right, drifting the Tesla

around an abandoned car. Aron made the turn far less gracefully. It didn’t help that another

buck slammed into the abandoned car, throwing it into the back of Aron’s truck. They swerved

hard, tires squealing as Aron fought to regain control. He managed to straighten out the car,

but the herd was right on top of them.“Little help here,” Aron called out.Deer slammed the back

of the truck with their horns. Others pulled up on either side, pushing and shoving, trying to

veer them off course into the building. Chet emptied bursts into the mutated animals’ skulls,

managing to score a few kills. Aron lashed out with his shovel through the window. Most of his

attacks only pushed the attacking deer away until he smacked one upside the head just right,

sending it crumpling to the road, where the rest of its pack trampled and tripped over it.“Tim,

get ready to shoot,” Jake warned. He didn’t give any more warning before he swerved to the

side and slammed on the brakes.Jake’s Tesla decelerated to the side of Aron’s car while Tim

braced himself against the dash. The truck thumped with deer bodies bouncing off its chassis,

easing some of the pressure on Aron’s truck.“You’re a crazy ass,” Tim shouted before he

leaned out the window with his gun, spraying the deer behind them. This time he took a

moment to aim for their heads, thinning the herd with Chet’s help.Jake drew his pistol, following

suit as they went for headshots with his pistol. As their numbers thinned, the herd decided the

fight was no longer worth the trouble and slowed down, allowing the trucks to pull away.Chet let

out a relieved breath. “I can’t believe we didn’t crash.”“You guys alright?” Jake asked while he

inspected the damage as they drove. Aron’s truck was banged up, dented, and punctured in

places, but it looked like it still worked fine.“We didn’t take any damage ourselves,” Aron said,

then gave the truck a test swerve, slowly drifting it from side to side. “Controls feel fine,

too.”Jake nodded as he pulled back into the lead position of their tiny convoy. “The damage

looks superficial. We’ll make a note of stopping by a body shop later to fix up some of that

damage.”“You know how to do body work?” Chet asked.Jake shrugged. “I’ll figure it out. Can’t

be too hard.”Tim stowed his submachine gun between his legs. “Actually, I used to work at one

of those shops before the apocalypse, so I could take care of that for you guys.”“Really?” Jake

raised a brow. Tim had long, greasy black hair and pale skin. He struck Jake as the sort of guy

to waste away in a basement somewhere, not doing much but having a bad attitude. But that

was unfair. The apocalypse brought out the best or the worst in people, and from what Brad

had told him of Tim, the guy was taking a turn for the better.Tim nodded. “Back in Kelowna I

worked at Five Guys Garage. Weird name considering there were at least ten of us there, but I

guess the five guys were the owners and senior members. Anyway, if you can find us a body

shop and it has what I need, I can make these trucks look like new again.”“Sounds like a good

deal, man,” Chet said.With that problem taken care of, they proceeded to the construction yard.

The drive went slower than their initial pace after their run-in with the mutant deer. Jake didn’t

want to risk any more unnecessary damage, so they slowed at every intersection to check for

any more friendly wildlife. They spotted seeders roaming the streets now and then, but they

were few in number. Packs of five or ten at the largest, nothing like the hordes they’d run into in

Kelowna. It would have been a relief to see those small numbers were it not for their run-in with

mutant deer. Deer were docile animals prior to their aether-fueled mutations, which left Jake to

wonder how much worse the wolves or bears living in the forest nearby had become. The

thought of facing a bear the size of a house sent a shudder up his spine. If those deer had

grown to rival their trucks, he wouldn’t put it past the bears to reach such ridiculous sizes.It was

early in the afternoon when they arrived at the construction site. The bloodied pile of scattered



I-beams made Jake’s heart sink. He had a lot of friends who still worked for this company

before the world went to hell, his old boss included. If any of them had been on site when the

invasion hit, they wouldn’t have had anywhere to run and hide, nor weapons to fight with other

than their tools.With a heavy sigh, Jake pulled up to the temporary warehouse next to the

manager’s office. It was where they kept all the smaller supplies, while any tools the workers

didn’t bring on their own were kept at a secondary warehouse beside the first.The party

disembarked their vehicles. While Jake went to check the doors, the others fanned out.To no

one’s surprise, the warehouse was locked. “Looks like we’re going to have to find the key.”Aron

held up his shovel. “We could just break in.”“Let’s not waste the energy if we can help it.” Jake

headed for the manager’s trailer.“You know, this place is awful close to the woods,” Chet

commented.Tim groaned. “Why the hell would you say that?”“What?”“That’s the sort of thing

people say right before everything goes horribly wrong in the movies,” Tim scolded Chet.Chet

laughed. “Relax, princess. This isn’t a movie. Besides, you should always be ready for a

fight.”Jake couldn’t argue with Chet’s advice. He decided to take it up himself, drawing his pistol

as he reached the office. Pausing at the door, he listened for a moment.Dead silent.He turned

the knob; it was unlocked. Without any hesitation he shoved through the door and swept the

area with his pistol. His breath caught in his throat, and his arm dropped to his side. “Old man

Nate,” Jake whispered.Jake’s old boss was crumpled behind his upturned desk against the wall

of the trailer. A lifeless seeder was draped across the desk, but not before its claws ripped

through Nate’s chest.Jake squeezed his pistol’s grip as Tim entered behind them.“Holy hell,

what is that stench?” Tim covered his nose with his shirt when he spotted the dead body. “Oh

shit.”Jake didn’t say anything. They’d come to gather materials to fortify their new base, and

that’s just what they were going to do. He could grieve later.He stepped over the desk, pushing

the dead seeder out of his way. “Sorry about this, old man,” Jake said as he checked his

pockets. He felt like he was robbing a grave, but they couldn’t afford to be squeamish, not with

their new world trying to kill them at every turn. Jake found his old boss’s keys hanging off a

rear belt loop. The mess of keys jingled as he hooked them to his own belt. Since he was

already there, Jake took the black Smith and Wesson revolver from Nate’s dead hand and put

the safety back on. He handed the gun off to Tim before rummaging through the drawers to

find an almost-full box of ammo he also passed on.Tim stashed the gun and ammo in his

backpack. “Was he a friend of yours?” he asked in a solemn tone, his gaze never leaving

Nate’s body.Jake just nodded.“Sorry for your loss, Jake. I know it’s hard losing people, but I

guess everyone knows that thanks to the aliens.”Jake took a deep breath. “Yeah.” He pushed

past him and headed straight for the warehouse. He wanted to leave this place as soon as

possible. No, not like this. We’ll give Nate a proper burial before we leave.He stopped in front of

the warehouse with his keys in hand. There were old claw marks on the floor dirt. Seeder

claws.“Aron, get your shield. Tim, Chet, get ready for a fight,” Jake ordered as he started

testing keys on the lock.“It looks pretty clear here, Jake. What are you worried about?” Chet

asked.Aron grabbed his shield from the truck and took up a position next to Jake. Without a

word, he pointed his shovel at the claw marks. It was enough of a hint for the group to quiet

down.Jake had gone through at least ten different keys when he finally found the right one. The

lock popped open. “If they didn’t hear us before, they’re going to hear us now.” He tossed aside

the lock, then flung the warehouse’s rolling garage door open.Furious hisses and roars erupted

at the noise. A group of seeders crouched inside, shielding their eyes from the sudden sunlight.

Before they could get their bearings, Jake opened fire. The quiet pops of his pistol were

drowned out by the roar of Tim and Chet’s guns as they mowed down the couple dozen

monsters squatting inside.The fight was over in seconds, but Jake was worried about all the



noise they’d just made. He decided to focus on the task at hand and stepped inside to clear the

warehouse.As Jake had hoped, it was stocked full of wood, metal, nails, and other materials

they could use to reinforce the different buildings at the little resort. Sure, some of it was

damaged from their indiscriminate fire, but it wasn’t anything they couldn’t salvage with a few

well-placed cuts.“Kinda weird, don’t you think?” Tim asked. “Back in Kelowna, seeders tore

their way into or out of any building they ran across.”Chet pointed his pistol at the back wall

smeared in blood and claw marks. “Looks like they tried after they killed those poor

bastards.”Jake couldn’t recognize the bodies. They were far too torn up to even hazard a

guess. “Guess they were acting as bait to lock the seeders in, but they got caught before they

could make it out.”One of the bodies held a blood-drenched knife. The other hadn’t fallen too

far off from a power saw. Jake figured the workers made some hasty modifications to disable

the tool's safety features in order to make it into a viable weapon; normally they were designed

to stop if they came into contact with flesh. It usually didn’t save the unfortunate soul’s limb or

finger, but it stopped them from taking any more damage than they otherwise would have.“Let’s

load up the trucks,” Jake said as he grabbed the first stack of wood he could and carried it out

to his truck.The others joined in the work, but they didn’t get far before a nearby howl broke the

silence.“Aw crap,” Chet said. “The wolves must’ve heard us.”“No shit,” Aron quipped. “Or they

smelled that delicious, fatty meat of yours.”Chet cracked a smile. “Can’t help if I’m

delicious.”Jake scanned their surroundings for any sign of an imminent attack. It was too late. A

huge, grey-black wolf leaped over the construction site’s fence. In seconds it closed the gap

with Jake and lunged for his throat. The wolf was almost as big as Aron.Out of pure reflex, Jake

threw out a punch. He caught the wolf right in the snout, sending it tumbling back with a yelp.

Jake was about to draw his pistol and kill the wolf, but the rest of the pack rushed out of the

woods, coming right for them.“Get back inside,” Jake shouted as he ran for the warehouse.Aron

and Chet followed Jake’s order without hesitation. Tim lingered at the warehouse’s entrance

and fired a burst into the wolf’s head as it struggled to get up. The huge animal slumped to the

ground.Jake rushed back out for Tim. He wrapped an arm around him just as a pair of wolves

moved in for the kill. Tim opened his mouth to scream, but Jake must have choked him as he

threw them both back into the warehouse, narrowly avoiding the wolves. Obviously their new

healer hadn’t seen how fast those wolves were, otherwise he would have been inside with the

others.“Shit, that hurts,” Tim screamed. His jaw was locked in agony.Jake hadn’t been fast

enough; Tim was bleeding badly from his leg. Deep gashes showed where the wolf’s claws had

found their mark as muscle quivered and spasmed over exposed bone.A burst of fire from Chet

thundered within the warehouse walls. “Get back here already. You’re too close to the

entrance,” he called out, firing around Aron’s shield. His rounds sent a greedy wolf dashing

back before it leapt out of sight.Jake dragged Tim behind Aron. A thick crimson trail was left in

their wake. Another pair of wolves decided to get greedy, rushing into the warehouse. Aron

slammed the first aside with his shovel, biting deep into the side of its head. The other he

caught on his shield and shoved back.While the others were busy fighting, Jake checked in on

Tim. He was growing paler by the second, and he was the only one who could save

himself.“Still with me, Tim?” Jake asked.Tim’s eyes drifted in and out of focus while his head

swung about. “I don’t... I don’t feel so good.” His eyes started to drift closed.Jake slapped him

across the cheek. “No sleeping on the job, newbie. You’re a healer, aren’t you?”“Of course I’m a

healer, you dumb—” Tim’s words slurred, but he was aware enough to keep himself from

saying something stupid. “I’m sorry, Jake. You’re—”Jake slapped Tim again. “Focus, Tim. I need

you to cast a heal on yourself. Just like you did for me back in Salmon Arm.”Tim gave a weak

nod, but as he tried to move his arms, they fell slack to his side. “Can’t move too good.”The kid



was drifting fast. Risking a glance over his shoulder, Jake saw Chet gun down the wolf Aron

had knocked aside while Aron hacked the other one to death with his shovel. The few wolves

that had gathered around the entrance vanished from sight.“Think they’re done?” Chet

asked.Aron shook his head. “Not for a second.”Sure enough, one of the warehouse walls

dented suddenly, then another. They didn’t have time to waste.Jake thought back to how Brad

used his healing magic. He seemed to point his arms at someone or their wounds, then cast

the spell. Jake took Tim’s arms and held them over his gored leg. “Cast the spell, Tim. Put all

your mana into it.”With a weak nod of his head, Tim did what was asked of him. A warm, white

glow radiated from his hands as magic flowed into his wounds. His muscles stitched

themselves back together as the magic did its thing, sealing Tim’s wound until there was

nothing left but three scars on his thigh to show he’d ever taken the damage.Jake watched

Tim’s health bar fill back up to max while his mana bar emptied.When the job was done, Tim

gave a weak thumbs-up. “I did the thing.” His words still slurred together before he fainted.Jake

shook him. “Tim? Come on Tim, stay with me.” Full health bar or not, Tim looked like he had

just died in Jake’s arms.“He’s fine,” Aron assured him as another wolf rammed the wall. A new

stream of light poured in through the small gap it tore in the metal. “Tim just needs time to rest,

but he won’t get any if these things kill us, Jake. Stand and fight.”Chet turned his pistol on the

wolf trying to break through the battered wall and gunned the monster down. Another wolf

smashed through the wall to their right. Jake barely managed to bring his pistol in line to send

a volley of fire down its gullet. He must have hit something important, because the wolf slid

across the floor, lifeless.Another two wolves rushed to the entrance. Jake was ready to move in

to help when the ceiling caved in over Aron. He pushed the much larger man out of the way,

catching the huge wolf in his arms.“Jake,” Aron shouted, but he couldn’t come to Jake’s aid as

he was pinned to the floor beneath the huge beast. Aron had his own hands full fighting off two

of the huge wolves by himself.Neither could Chet, as he swung his aim between the newly

carved-out openings on either side of the warehouse. He would spray one wolf down, then

drop the empty mag as his autoloader slammed a fresh one in for him to dump into the next

wolf.While Jake was on the floor he punched at the wolf’s head, trying to get it off him. His gun

had been knocked out of his hand when the beast crashed on top of him. The wolf snapped its

jaws at Jake and tried tearing at his chest with its claws. It got a good swipe in, ripping thirty

health from his bar.HP 50/80The wolf went for another swipe, but Jake caught both of its

forelegs in his arms. It left the monster’s head free to lunge for his throat. He swung his head to

the side, narrowly avoiding the first strike. Jake tried to move his legs, but they were pinned

beneath the wolf’s weight. The wolf lunged again. This time its slobbering maw grazed the side

of Jake’s face. It went in for a third bite faster than Jake anticipated. He watched with wide eyes

as the huge maw moved to engulf his head.A burst of fire thundered through the chaos of

battle, and the wolf jerked to the side. It slumped off Jake’s body, dead. “No dying on my watch,”

Tim said weakly, his words slurring together a bit less now. “Can’t be a shit healer on my first—

second—whatever job-mission-thing.”Jake couldn’t help but laugh as he rushed to Tim’s side.

“Thanks for the save, kid.” He sat Tim up against one of the lumber pallets, helped him reload

his gun, and let him have at it.Aron had just killed the second of the wolves when a third

slipped past Chet’s barrage. Jake slammed his shoulder into the wolf’s midsection in midair.

While it crashed to the floor, Jake ran for his gun. By the time he brought his sights in line with

the wolf, Aron was already slamming the edge of his round shield into its throat.With that last

kill, another howl called out into the afternoon sky. Wolves that had just moved in to attack

quickly withdrew through the nearest exit. More of the beasts rushed past the openings around

them, headed back in the direction of the forest.“They’re getting away.” Aron charged out after



them.Chet chased after him. “Wait up, you idiot. They’re retreating. Let them.”Jake glanced

back at Tim, who was still out of it on the floor, but he had to be sure the wolves really were

running away. When he made it outside, a massive wolf stood atop the manager’s trailer.Like

the others, it bore the tell-tale signs of a mutated animal, but this had to be the pack’s alpha. It

was easily twice the rest of the wolves, and smarter than the others. Rather than attack them

outright, the beast stared at them with what Jake had to assume was curiosity. With an

annoyed huff, the wolf leaped off the trailer. It took a slow, leisurely stroll back toward the now

broken-down fence between them and the woods. The entire time, it watched the trio of small

humans.“Well fuck. Do you think we can take that thing?” Aron asked, his shield and shovel

held at the ready.Chet was quick to shake his head. “Nah-uh. Hell no. Let that big puppy walk or

it’ll call its friends back.”“Good call,” Jake said. For now the wolf seemed to be feeling them out

after losing so much of its pack. The wolf was probably more annoyed than impressed it had

wasted so many lives on a group of humans which would serve as little more than tasty

treats.Once the alpha wolf was certain they wouldn’t attack, it took off for the forest. You have

received 500 aether.Jake let out a sharp exhale. “I think that’s enough excitement for one day.

What about you guys?”Aron nodded.“A cool five hundred aether just from this little field trip. I’d

call that worth the close calls.” Chet smiled.When there was no reply from Tim, Jake found him

slumped over, fast asleep. At least, that’s what he figured the icon with three Zs under Tim’s

status bars meant.That’s right, Jake. You’re so adorable when you don’t know basic things,

Hazel commented.Jake didn’t care if he was still oblivious to much of how the new system

worked. They’d survived, and everyone was alive. He was happy to take the win, along with the

supplies they had come for. But this safe haven they had chosen was far more dangerous than

he’d ever imagined.Just another day in the apocalypse.3BradLike Jake, none of his friends

were gamers, so Brad was explaining their HUD, stats, and other basics. Jo and Jason were

the only exceptions, but it didn’t help Brad much when he went to more advanced topics like

their muses.“So we’re stuck with this voice inside our heads?” Cory sighed. “Reading our

minds, talking to us.”Brad laughed. “We explained this to you guys before you took the

nanotech. Your muse is there to help you, and they don’t read your mind all the time. If you

think something too loudly they’ll pick up on it. But Frank here respects my privacy more than

my parents ever did.”Of course I do. Who would ever want to roll around in the muck inside

your brain? Frank teased.Brad stared up at the ceiling as if he could glare at Frank. “His

personality leaves a bit to be desired, though.”Love you too, sweetie. Frank’s voice dialed up a

few octaves to mock him.Rough around the edges as his muse could be, Frank was actually a

godsend. He helped Brad find his way around town, pull information on monsters, and if there

was ever an important task, Frank would give him a quest to deal with the problem. Just like

every other pill popper’s muse would do for them.You really need a better name for our kind of

people. Frank began rattling off suggestions: Nanotech enthusiasts? Chip heads? Aetherites?

That last one sounds like a cult, Brad said, then turned his attention back to the new arrivals.

“So, have you picked your classes?”“Ranger,” Kurtis said, gesturing at his rifle.“Same,” Cory

agreed.Jason rubbed his jaw. He was hesitant to speak, but all eyes fixed on him. “Uhm…I’m

not quite sure what I should be. Maybe a fighter? I reckon nothing’s stopping me from using a

gun as one, but if we ever run out of bullets, we’ll need someone to bash some alien heads

in.”Cory smirked. “Your big ass would pick a fighter. Just look at how big you are. Hell, you

crushed plenty of alien skulls without any fancy nanotech.”Jason gave a slight nod. “Fighter it

is.”“What about you, Randy?” Sam asked. She had been leaning against one of the 3D printers,

watching the group while Brad did all the talking.Brad found it interesting, if not a little adorable,

she was so reserved, awkward even, around new people until things got serious.Randy



shrugged. “I don’t know anything about all these other fancy classes, so I guess

ranger?”“That’s a lot of guns,” Brad commented with a chuckle.Sam pushed off the 3D printer.

“Or”—she raised her hand as she spoke—“hear me out on this one. You can be a

healer.”Randy shifted his weight back. “Why? We all know basic first aid. That should be more

than good enough.”Brad cleared his throat. “First aid is great in a pinch, but healers have

access to magic that will literally repair wounds before your eyes. No fancy medical degrees

required.”Cory nodded in agreement. “That’s how you were able to heal us from that aether

poisoning, right? Because you’re a healer with fancy healing magics?”“That’s right. But if you

were injured, I could have fixed those as well. Just take me for example.” Brad pointed a thumb

back at himself. “I’ve been shot, clawed up, crushed, and mauled by an alpha seeder, but I’ve

been able to heal myself and my friends through a great deal of damage.” He held up a hand to

stop anyone from getting too excited. “But there’s a limit. You can only heal others so long as

you have mana, so bear that in mind.”Randy looked at his friends. Brad recognized the look on

his face. Randy had seen some horrific wounds among his friends, lost people important to

him. They all had.With growing resolve in his voice, Randy asked, “And this won’t stop me from

fighting with guns or anything else, will it?”Brad held up his heavy alien shotgun. “It shoots, it

clobbers, it sets things on fire.”Jo squealed out an infectious giggle. “He sounds just like one of

those old-timey salesmen!”The others joined in laughing.Randy smiled. “Alright, then. I have to

consider the needs of the group, and since everyone else is focused on shooting and

smashing, I might as well make sure they stay alive, right?” He shut his eyes, and a golden

glow enveloped him. Randy had made his choice.The others backed away from him.“Holy—”

Cory bit his tongue before he could swear in front of Jo.Kurtis hid behind a 3D printer. “That’s

normal, right?”Jo clasped her hands together as she stared in wide-eyed awe at Randy.“It’s

done. I’m a healer now,” Randy said. He looked around him at the confused and awed stares

from his friends. “What?” He turned to Jo, who was still dazzled. “Did I blow up or

something?”“You went all glowy and pretty and awesome. Like an explosion, but less fun.” Jo

shot out her words like a machine gun.Kurtis peeked out from behind the 3D printer. “Feeling

good there, Jesus?”Randy grumbled at the nickname. “Feeling great, actually. Got a healing

spell, too.”Sam had been holding her hand over her mouth the entire time. Quiet snorts

escaped her as her eyes narrowed to slits. Finally, she burst out laughing.Everyone stared at

her.Sam took a moment to contain herself. She spoke between giggle fits. “Now you all can

really say, ‘Jesus saves.’”Randy groaned even louder, arching his back as he sank to his feet.

“Really?”The room burst out in laughter.“You did this for a joke?”Sam wore a Cheshire grin on

her face. She pinched her fingers together. “Little bit.”Brad shook his head, unable to hide his

own grin. “Jokes aside, the healer class will be a great help. It’s a nice balance between

offense and support.”“It is.” Sam moved to Brad’s side and gave him a pat on the back. “None

of our people will tell you Brad here sucks at fighting.”Randy grumbled, still sore about the joke.

“As long as I can help people, I guess I can handle the jokes.”Cory shot him a toothy grin.

“Randy, big brother.” He wrapped an arm around Randy’s shoulders. “If you want the jokes to

stop, all you need is a haircut and a shave.”Randy huffed and shook out his hair in an

exaggerated fashion, like he was a hair model. “And lose my dashing good looks? Nah-uh. Bite

me.”Cory chomped at Randy, but his grin never left his face.There was another flash of golden

light, this time from Jo.“I’m a mage now!” She hopped up like it was the end of some cheesy

eighties show. “My muse says this one’s the best class for making the super-mega-extra-

explodiest-totally-not-for-fish-blasting formulas.” Jo was practically dancing as she spoke. “But I

have to level up lots to do that.”While the newcomers laughed, Sam looked at the girl with

growing concern, then back at Brad as if to say, What the hell did we just unleash on this world?



Brad wasn’t quite sure what to make of the adorable bundle of explosives wrapped in nothing

but pure cheer. She was one of their people now, so they would just have to figure out how to

deal with her…unique personality. He had to imagine Jo’s muse was having the time of its life,

or dreading every second of its existence.“Glad you enjoy the class,” Brad said, then looked at

her brother. “What’s with the fish-blasting comment?”Jason gave a nervous laugh. “Me and the

guys may or may not have taken her fishing with us when she was a little thing. And we may or

may not have used a few dozen explosives to make the trip more fun for little Jo.”Brad looked at

Cory, who straightened up and gestured like he was straightening a tie his camo clothes didn’t

have. “We can neither confirm nor deny these allegations.”Kurtis shook his head. “Jo’s always

had a thing for explosions.”“We noticed,” Sam said.Jason smiled. “Since she was a baby. It

started with fireworks and it just kinda sorta spiraled out of control from there.”“That’s sort of

adorable,” Brad said. “Anyway! Are you all good here? Because I’d like to do some more

exploring before the day’s over and get a good lay of the land.”You realize you have a map built

into your head, right? Frank reminded him more than asked.Brad was well aware, but checking

out a place on a map was nowhere near as good as checking it in person. Even with the street

view Google had come up with.“So, who wants to come with?”Sam smiled up at him. “Of

course I’m coming along. I need to learn where all the best sneaking spots are around Scotch

Creek.”“Oh, me too! I wanna come!” Jo jumped at them. She bounced on her feet like a little kid

who was just offered a trip to the toy store. “I want to get all of the levels so I can become an

alchemist.”Brad was a little scared of how eager she was to make bigger and better explosions.

He couldn’t help but appreciate her dedication to blowing stuff up. Brad wondered how she

would work out in a fight. Games usually had rules to protect against friendly fire, especially

from area-of-effect spells mages were so fond of using, but Brad had the sneaking suspicions

that wasn’t the case in their new reality.Oh-ho, no it isn’t. Not one bit. Don’t let this little firebug

blow you to pieces, Frank was all too eager to inform him.Brad couldn’t help but agree. He

looked at Jake’s friends. They were still alive, with all their limbs. Jo, frighteningly eager as she

was, had to know her way around explosives. “Yeah why not, Jo. You can come along too.” Brad

smiled.Sam shot him a worried look like he’d just doomed their little scouting expedition. Brad

hoped she was wrong. “Anyone else want to come?”The others shook their heads.“Lots of

questions for our little muse friends,” Cory answered.Randy pulled a knife from his sheath. “And

I gotta see how this healing stuff works. Who wants to volunteer?”The rest of his friends

scattered across the upgrade station. Kurtis raised his rifle like a club. “Jesus, I swear to God if

you come anywhere near me with that thing you’re going to need a dozen healers to get you

back on your feet.”Brad let the men have their fun. They were clearly messing around. At least,

he hoped they were.Kid, they fished with dynamite. I think we all know how their messing

around is going to end up, Frank said.Sweetness didn’t let Brad reply as he slipped behind him

and nudged him toward the stairs. His honey badger was going a bit stir crazy, it

seemed.“Alright, alright. We’re going,” Brad said. On the way out of the Gaming Center they ran

into Heather. “Hey, Heather. Think you can watch out for the newbies down there? They look

like they enjoy roughhousing with each other, and I don’t want them getting into any

trouble.”Heather laughed. “What you’re saying is you’ve invited a bunch of overgrown children

into our cozy little tribe.”“They’re super fun!” Jo beamed.“Aww, honey.” Heather cupped Jo’s

cheeks. “You’re precious.” She slipped away to the upgrade station. “Don’t worry, Brad. I’ll keep

them in one piece.”Brad smiled. “Thanks Heather.”They stepped outside the Gaming Center. It

was a nice, cool day with a beautiful view of the lake. Jake and Aron’s trucks were still missing,

which left only the old clunker of a truck available to them for transport. Thinking back to their

arrival, Brad remembered they had roughly a quarter tank of gas left. Better save it for



emergencies, he thought.Brad started walking off the cozy little resort with Sam and Jo

following along. “So Jo, is there anywhere important we should check out first?”Jo tapped a

finger to her lips with a hum. “The big supermarket? You guys drove from a long ways away, so

you must be hungry.”“We’re good on supplies for a couple of weeks,” Sam said. “However, it

would be a good idea to stock up on what we can.”Jo nodded as she bounced forward, her

arms swinging wide with every step. “But if you want, we can visit some of the hardware stores

and places with chemicals to see if they have any fun stuff.”Brad assumed “fun stuff” meant

anything with the potential to create an explosion. “Why not? We can check it out later.”“Yay,”

she squealed with a big jump. “My brother and his friends never let me do that kind of stuff

unless we really gotta blow something up. Like that big alien thingy. An alpha, you called

it?”Brad nodded. He felt like he was babysitting a child loaded up with enough explosives to

level a building just from the bandolier of pipe bombs across her chest. As far as he knew, her

pack was full of more explosives.“That’s right,” Sam said, trying not to sound concerned.“That

thing was super-duper scary. But it was fun cause my brother and his friends let me make

really big bombs.” Jo’s eyes practically sparkled at the memory.Brad couldn’t help laughing.

He’d never expected a mad bomber to be adorable. “Well, if we ever run into a big monster that

needs to be turned into a smoldering crater, you’ll be the first person we call.”Sweetness gave

a big nod as he swaggered alongside Brad. He wondered just how much his fuzzy companion

actually understood. Maybe as their bond developed, he would be able to get a direct

answer.The trip to the supermarket was about a mile from the Gaming Center. For the most

part they didn’t run into anything other than aether-enhanced wildlife. Deer, mostly. Bagging a

single one would likely feed their small tribe for a week if they could preserve the meat. But first

they needed to clear out the supermarket’s refrigerators of any spoiled food and make sure

their solar panels could run them.When they arrived, a trio of seeders wandered into the

supermarket’s broken-down storefront.Jo was about to gasp or squeal when Sam’s hand

clasped over her mouth. She held up a single finger to her lips, and Jo nodded ecstatically.

“Want to see how my bombs work?” she whispered with an excitement she struggled to

contain.Sam facepalmed.Brad shook his head. “That bomb is a little too much for three

seeders. Aren’t they hard to make?”“I got plenty back at home, and I can always make more,”

Jo assured him, her voice raised a little too high. She shot her hands to her mouth.The three

seeders rushed back out to the entrance. One of them let out a hissing roar and pointed a long,

bony, clawed finger at them.Brad pumped his shotgun. “So much for sneaking up on

them.”Sam readied her crossbow and broke off from the group.The seeders were halfway

across the parking lot in their mad dash. They seemed to ignore Sam as she moved around to

flank them.“Well Jo, time to—” Before Brad could finish speaking, Jo surged forward. She

swung out her arm and a bolt of fire flew right into a seeder’s eye, then spun around to shoot

out a few more. The way she was casting looked like she was dancing.“Burn baby burn, disco

inferno,” Jo sang to herself as she torched the first seeder with a shower of weak firebolts.Brad

shook his head; Jo was either fearless or batshit crazy. Maybe both.Sam rushed up behind the

other seeder, driving her knife through its heart. She twisted the blade free and shot the other

seeder in the neck. The alien gurgled, choking on its own blood as it reached for the bolt. Brad

finished it off with a solid smack from his heavy shotgun.“That was fun,” Jo exclaimed.

“Firebolt’s a little boring, though. Next time I’ll try Fire Storm.” “Just give us a heads-up when

you do,” Brad warned her. “It won’t discriminate between friend or foe.”Sam nodded in extreme

agreement. “Especially for my sake, Jo. I like to sneak around and flank our enemies.”“OK,” she

answered as she summoned another firebolt into her hands. She bounced it back and forth

between them as they headed into the store. “Ooh. If I don’t throw out the firebolt, it doesn’t



consume mana.”“That’s interesting,” Brad said as they stepped inside.The supermarket was a

mess, but not from panic-buying like he had seen in Kelowna. For the most part the store

looked to be stocked like it would have been any other day. Some shelves were empty or

lacking, of course, but the majority of goods were scattered around the floor from fighting. Old

bloodstains smearing the floors with the tell-tale industrial green painted a clear enough

picture: seeders had made the supermarket into their hunting ground. The tattered remains of

clothes scattered throughout the shop made it easy enough to see. As they roamed around,

they didn’t find any more seeders. Without prey, the aliens had probably left to greener

pastures. The trio of seeders they’d found were likely just checking in on their old stomping

grounds.In much better news, most of what they found was edible. Canned goods. Bread that

hadn’t had a chance to go bad. Brad checked one of the refrigerators on the off chance it was

still cool. No luck; they were at room temperature. He wasn’t going to risk taking back rotting

food, as good as burgers and pizzas looked to his growling stomach.“This looks like a good

find,” Sam said. “Thanks for telling us about this place, Jo.”Jo was humming a song to herself.

She still had the firebolt floating in her hand. In the other was a piece of cloth she’d scooped up

along the way. Brad and Sam just stared as the girl held both in front of her face. Her tongue

peeked out between her lips with an intense focus as she brought the cloth and the bolt

together.The cloth ignited.Jo squealed in delight. “It works!”“What works?” Brad and Sam

asked in unison.Jo took a second from hopping around in victory before she explained.

“Firebolt. I can use it like a lighter, and it doesn’t cost me any mana since I can just cancel the

cast and reabsorb the mana. So the spell isn’t so super-duper lame as I thought it was.”Sam

laughed and shook her head.Brad took a deep breath. Hey guys I can suddenly cast magic but

that’s pretty lame, he thought to himself. Then again if it doesn’t involve blowing things up

would it really be all that exciting to her? Brad decided he was being a little too harsh with Jo,

even if the walking fire hazard was bound to cause some collateral damage.Sam just patted Jo

on her shoulder. “That’s a good find, Jo. I’m sure it’ll come in handy.”Jo’s eyes sparkled at the

praise.Sweetness hopped up on his hind legs with a squeaky chitter.Brad petted his honey

badger as well before he felt left out. “You’re needy, huh?” Brad teased.Sweetness nodded.At

least the name fits this fuzzy death machine, Frank said.They spent a few minutes searching

around the store, picking up a few water bottles to carry and some snacks for themselves.

Nothing too heavy so they could keep exploring the town. Looting the store was going to

require their trucks if they planned on making any decent time back to home base. Maybe we

can find a semi-truck or something to speed things up, Brad thought.They returned to the front

of the store, where a single man stood outside to greet them. Behind them was an SUV

covered in Kelowna Zoo markings.Brad knew this man. Oh shit. This asshole again?“Oh, Brad.”

The zookeeper dragged out his greeting. “Did you really think you could just skip town with my

stolen property?”Jo gasped. “You stole from him?”Brad shook his head. “No. He thinks I stole

Sweetness from him, but Sweetness wanted to come with me. Isn’t that right,

fuzzball?”Sweetness stepped forward. His body tensed and fur bristled as he shot a

threatening hiss at the zookeeper.“Don’t worry, little guy. You’ll be mine soon enough,” the

zookeeper said.The man had a great deal more scars than Brad remembered. It looked like a

knife or a bullet had grazed the zookeeper right along his left cheekbone. His right forearm was

covered in claw marks running down from the brown, rolled-up sleeve of his button-up to the

top of his hand. Whether the wounds came from seeders or a zoo animal, Brad couldn’t tell.But

that brought with it a concerning thought.The zookeeper had always attacked them with the

help of a pack of wolves. A pack which was suspiciously missing. While Brad looked around,

the zookeeper laughed.“I bet you’re wondering just how I keep finding you, Brad.”“Your muse?”



he asked. So long as a pill popper was within range of another muse’s sensors or an upgrade

station, they would show up on the map. Otherwise, they had to wait for a quest to pop up to let

them know where someone was. Brad guessed this had to do with Lucy, the main AI, having

access to satellite networks or something of the sort.The zookeeper spat. “Ugh. No. We have a

tracking chip on every animal at the zoo. As for the muse? That worthless thing is always

nagging me about how we have to fight against the seeders to save humanity. That my grudge

against you for taking what is rightfully mine is petty.”“Isn’t it, though?” Sam asked.“To small-

minded fools like you? Of course. But what neither of you realize is that I’m working to save this

world from the aliens. I’m saving the animals, building an army with which to push back the

invaders.” His voice built up to a manic laugh. “Unfortunately, you’ve decided to stand against

me and cling to a key aspect of my property. An asset I will be liberating from your grubby, filthy

hands.”Brad grinned and raised his shotgun. “You and what army?”“I’m so glad you asked!”

The zookeeper let out a sharp whistle.A pack of wolves appeared from behind the scattered

cars around the parking lot. There were at least a dozen of the huge creatures.“It’s been fun,

Brad, but I’m afraid you and your little friends are wolf food.” With another sharp whistle from

the zookeeper, the wolves rushed after Brad’s party.“Back inside,” Brad shouted as he turned

on his heels and bolted.Sam ran with him, but Jo didn’t.“Oh, I got a thing for this.” She raised

her hand and started casting a spell. Flames swirled up in the palm of her hand, growing

bigger as she concentrated.Brad turned back and pulled her away just as one of the huge

wolves dove for her. Jo’s hat flew off her head. She snatched it out of the air as Brad carried

her back toward the store, running at a full sprint. Another wolf jumped in their path, but Sam’s

crossbow bolt struck it in the eye, sending the wolf tumbling across the asphalt in pain.“Fire

Storm,” Jo shouted out, full of cheer as her ball of flames shot up into the air right above

them.A swirling rift of flames ripped open the air above them. It covered the parking lot in front

of the store as balls of fire rained down indiscriminately. Friend or foe? It didn’t matter. The orbs

of flame slammed down like rockets, detonating on impact. Jo took in a deep breath of barely

contained excitement. “It’s so pretty!”Brad hazarded a glance over his shoulder as he

ran.Vehicles ignited, melted, and warped beneath the flames erupting on them. Wolves

scattered as they tried to weave through the chaos of Jo’s assault. One was struck directly. The

wolf let out a pathetic whimper as it scrambled away from the flames engulfing its body, to no

avail. The zookeeper panicked as well, dodging the raining flames.Sam ran ahead of Brad,

firing bolts at the wolves as she retreated. She was the first one inside the store.Another

fireball dropped from the heavens, this one aimed right for Brad and Jo. He dove through the

supermarket entrance, crash-landing on his back as the fireball blew open what little remained

of the doorway. Flames scattered along the floor and the ceiling.Brad scrambled to his feet,

helping Jo up. “Holy crap that was close.”Jo covered her mouth. “Oopsie.”The flames spread to

block their way out. It wouldn’t be long before they covered up the rest of the building.“I’ll find

the fire extinguisher,” Sam said.“Good idea,” Jo agreed.Neither got to move on the plan before

a huge wolf leaped through the fire and flames. With an ear-piercing howl, more wolves

smashed through the remaining windows into the store.“Wolves first. Fire later,” Brad shouted

as he blasted the big wolf in the face with buckshot.The huge beast recoiled and staggered,

but it was otherwise unharmed. Brad would need slugs to punch through the huge creature’s

skull, maybe even its hide. He ran back through the store, dragging Jo along with him, who

started throwing firebolts every which way. The ability didn’t do much damage, especially

coming from a newbie mage, but wolves were far more flammable than seeders. Her little bolts

of flame ignited wolves, slowing down their assault as they ran, whining from the agony

engulfing them. The smart ones knew enough to stop, drop, and roll.“Stay close, Sweetness,”



Brad called out.Sweetness took a bit to respond, as the honey badger had leaped on top of a

charging wolf and was busy wrestling it to the ground. While considerably smaller than the

zookeeper’s wolves, Sweetness was a wrecking ball with claws and anger management

problems whenever someone threatened his master. The wolf fought Sweetness off long

enough to roll on top. It snapped and clawed at Sweetness until it got a solid bite in. Sweetness

wasn’t bothered. The honey badger didn’t give one single solitary damn as it went for the wolf,

once again slamming it to the floor as it tore into the wolf’s throat. It bashed and slammed the

wolf into the floor again and again until it stopped moving.As another wolf rushed after his

companion, Brad switched his shotgun to slugs and sent one of the fat rounds careening

through a wolf’s rib cage. It smashed through a small refrigerator, throwing broken bottles of

soda everywhere.“Damn. I wanted that soda,” he couldn’t help muttering. But as the flames

spread through the front of the store, Brad wasn’t sure they were going to be able to save

much. “Get over here, Sweetness.”Sweetness rushed over with a victorious, bloody swagger.

He looked up expectantly at Brad and Jo, waiting for some sort of praise.Jo shuddered but

gave Sweetness a pat on his blood-soaked head. “Good boy, Sweetness.” The violent way

Sweetness had torn up the attacking wolf clearly did not sit well with her.Brad found that to be

a sort of relief. Part of him was definitely starting to think Jo might have more than a few dozen

screws loose. Turned out the girl wasn’t so much a fan of killing as much as she just liked

blowing things up. Maybe she wasn’t the worse person to have on the team after all. Compared

to a psycho like the Zookeeper, Jo wasn’t so bad.“Yeah, good job.” Brad joined in on the praise

of his honey badger while they ran through the store.Sam followed right alongside them on the

top of the shelves, raining down bolts on wolves who tried flanking them from the side. She

jumped across to another shelf as a wolf smashed through the one she was standing on.

Rocky dove out of her pocket mid-jump, turning into a little fuzzy blender as it clawed at the

wolf’s face.“Get ’em, Rocky,” Sam called out as another wolf toppled her shelf.Rather than fall

back, she flung herself forward, landing on the wolf’s back knife-first. She fell over its side,

tearing a bloody swath through it.Brad led Jo and Sweetness around the end cap to join Sam.

With a quick pump he chambered a new slug and shot the wolf away from Sam. Problem was,

there were more wolves still pouring into the burning building.Sam rolled to her feet as Rocky

climbed onto her shoulder. She rushed to join Brad and Jo. “Things are looking a little

claustrophobic right about now,” Sam said.To the left, right, and the aisles in front of them,

wolves blocked their every escape route. They had no way out.Should’ve brought a tank, Brad

thought.“Over here, guys,” Jo called, holding open the double doors to the back of the store

with her boot. In one hand she had a pipe bomb, in the other she held a firebolt.It didn’t take a

rocket scientist to figure out what she was planning.“Run,” Brad shouted at Sam.The pair ran

inside just as the pack of wolves darted after them. Jo lit the fuse on her bomb and dropped it

outside the door before slamming it shut and locked.The door thumped over and over again as

the wolves slammed into it. They snarled and barked viciously, trying to tear down the door. It

wouldn’t hold up for long.Brad and Sam kept running. They had no idea how big the blast

radius on her bombs were and they weren’t particularly interested in finding out first hand. But

the wolves would. They were oblivious to the danger at their feet.Jo ran right by Brad and Sam

with her arms stuck out like an airplane. “Exit’s this way,” she announced in a sing song

voice.Before they could see where she was going the bomb went off with a deafening blast.

The force shook Brad to his bones as he struggled to maintain his balance. Sam caught herself

on a crate before she fell over.The doors were blown off their hinges, and many of the wolves

lay dead or too badly injured to pose a threat to them. The detonation had been so powerful it

took out part of the wall as well.Jo didn’t look back to examine her handiwork. Brad could



guess why. It was a gruesome sight between the mangled and missing limbs. He tore his gaze

away before he threw up his breakfast and caught up to Jo.She was the first one out the back

door. Sam and Brad followed soon after only to find the Zookeeper waiting for them with an AK

pointed at them and more wolves.Jo threw up her arms in time to catch magic shield as the

first shot rang out. They cracked her barrier but held. Her eyes flashed as she pumped more

mana into her shield. The cracks repaired before their eyes.Judging by the intense focus on her

face, Jo was struggling to maintain the barrier as more shots rang out. They had to help

her.Brad fired wildly into the wolves on their right flank. He didn’t take time to aim, why bother

when they were so close he couldn’t possibly miss. Sweetness rushed out to support him. Sam

took the left with Rocky. While Rocky distracted or took out the other wolves, Sam was rolling

and dodging away from the others. Each brush with death she had resulted in another crippling

wound to the wolf she was fighting against. Her crossbow bolts worked wonders to slow or

distract the huge beasts but they were far stronger than seeders.The Zookeeper’s gun ran dry.

He took one quick look at the situation around them and swore under his breath. With a sharp

whistle he ordered the wolves to back off.“This isn’t over, Brad. Not by a long shot. I’ll kill you

and take my honey badger back you insolent brat,” the Zookeeper spat.Before Brad could reply

a grenade flew his way.“Back inside,” he screamed.Sam beat them to the door but Jo was

wobbling on her feet. The mana she spent so quickly had taken its toll on her. Brad snatched

her back up in his arms and ran back inside but he wasn’t fast enough.The world went hot

white. He couldn’t hear anything but the ringing in his ears. Something solid hit him in the face,

or he ran into it. The pain surging through his body told Brad he was still alive.You have taken

10 damage.You are blinded.You are deafened.It was a flashbang. The thought sent a wave of

relief through him. Something warm, wet, and foul smelling dragged along his face. Brad’s

vision cleared to reveal Sweetness dragging his slobbering tongue over it.“Gross,” Brad

dragged out the word as he pushed Sweetness back. His honey badger was adorable but not

when his breath reeked of fresh kills. “Where’s the Zookeeper?”There was no trace of the man

or his wolves anywhere. Not the living ones at least. The ones who were dead still decorated

the fresh crater leading to the supermarket’s warehouse.“He’s gone,” Sam said. “Are you two

alright?”“Woozy,” Jo mumbled. “I think I spent my mana too fast. Does this normally

happen?”Sam looked to Brad for answers as she helped Jo to her feet.Brad tried to get up but

Sweetness climbed onto his chest and laid down. Apparently the fuzzy little murder machine

was worried about him. “Spending mana is a little weird at first but you get used to it. I never

burned through mana so fast on my first day so I can’t really say. Hopefully it’s just a bit of a

growing pain while you get used to the nanotech.”Jo smiled, “I hope so. This magic stuff is fun.

Not explody fun but still fun.”Sam shook her head. “This fire hazard’s starting to grow on

me.”Jo’s smile only broadened at the comment.Brad wrestled Sweetness off him and gave the

honey badger a belly rub before he stood. “I like her too.” She’s still crazy, but she’s our crazy,

he thought to himself.As he looked back inside the store, he saw the flames would soon engulf

the front of the supermarket. So much food gone, gone and wasted in the flames. Without any

power the fire sprinklers weren’t going to go off and even if they got their hands on every single

fire extinguisher in the supermarket they weren’t going to be able to put a stop to those

flames.Brad sighed. “It’s a shame about all this food though.”Jo’s smile fell. She clasped her

hands in front of her and stared at her feet. “I’m so sorry. That’s my fault. I shouldn’t have cast

fire storm so close to the building. But in my defense I didn’t really know what I was doing so I

couldn’t have known how big and random the spell would have been,” she rambled almost too

quickly.Brad could see she had a lot more she was prepared to apologize for before she would

stop, so he held up a hand. “It’s fine. We weren’t supposed to get ambushed today. Shit



happens.”Jo clasped her hands over her mouth. Like he had just said the most shocking thing

in the world.“I take it you’re not a fan of sentence enhancers.”“That’s a naughty word,” Jo

whispered.Brad rolled his eyes and burst out into a laugh. The world was ending, aliens were

killing off humanity, and some psycho Zookeeper tried to kill them. But a little spicy language

was a problem?“Sorry, Jo. I’ll try to keep it family friendly. Now let’s get back to base before

something else tries to eat us.”4SamBefore they left for the Gaming Center Sam took a quick

look around the burning supermarket for any trace of where the Zookeeper had gone. His SUV

was still there, its tires melted and its chassis a burning husk of what once would have been a

comfortable ride. Which only left the forest behind the supermarket. Sure enough, there was a

trail of footprints leading into the wilderness.Sam returned to Jo and Brad, who were already

walking back to the Gaming Center. “He ran off into the woods,” Sam said. “Not sure why,

though. Other than the local wildlife, there’s nothing out there.”Jo hummed as she tapped a

finger to her lips. “He’s got a lot of big, mean puppies to feed. Maybe he’s feeding them?”Brad

frowned. “Let’s hope that’s all he’s doing.”Sam raised a brow at him. “Why? What do you think

he’s doing out there—having a recruiting drive or something?”Brad nodded. “That’s exactly

what I’m afraid of. He had a dozen wolves with him this time. The last time me and the others

fought the zookeeper, he had six, and I’m pretty sure we killed three.”“That sounds super not

fun,” Jo said.Sam didn’t like that, either. Killing seeders was one thing. They were dumb pack

hunters who didn’t really know how to fight. Wolves had proven far fiercer and smarter. If those

wolves they’d just fought were from the zoo, they probably weren’t as strong or smart as the

wild variety.It may very well be the case, Sammy dear, Olivia said. Zoo animals are kept, fed,

and taken care of while the wild ones have to rely on themselves. If they have been fighting

and feeding on seeders, they will pose a far bigger threat than what you just fought. All of the

local wildlife will be stronger and more dangerous as the ambient aether is increased.Sam

liked the new information even less. But they’re much harder to tame as well, right?Of course,

dear, but it is still possible to tame them. Tamed animals will obey their master’s every

command, much like Rocky obeys you and Sweetness obeys Brad, Olivia explained.Sam

exchanged a glance with Brad. The look on his face said it all. His muse had just explained the

same thing to him.First seeders, then local crazies, and now a pill popper growing an army of

wild animals. Fantastic, Sam thought.Don’t forget the alien races that will be arriving in the near

future as well, Olivia reminded her.Another problem to throw on the ever-growing pile of

problems they had to deal with. The question was how to deal with them all.It was a long, quiet

walk back to the Gaming Center at the resort. During the trip, she ran through different

scenarios in her mind. From how to deal with the zookeeper showing up with an army of

animals to the growing seeder hordes back in Kelowna and whatever strange new varieties

they would bring about. Of course there was the problem of actual, real-life aliens coming down

to Earth. Any way she sliced it, they just didn’t have the numbers to handle the growing threats

around them. Even if they were to somehow become ungodly levels of powerful, they were still

going to need the numbers to stand up to all the threats facing them. Not to mention the aliens

were certain to be a higher level than any living human on the planet.By the time they arrived,

the sun had begun its descent to the horizon. Jake and Aron were back, their trucks full of

lumber and other materials raided from the local hardware store. They were already hard at

work, along with Jake’s friends, bunkering up the rest of the buildings in the resort so the

seeders would have to work for their next kills. What concerned Sam was the damage to the

trucks.There were big dents, missing paint, deep scratches, and holes punched through them.

The trip had not been an uneventful one.Tim rolled up to them in a wheelchair. “Welcome back,

guys. Everything good out there?”Sam shot him a concerned look, but Brad responded for



her.“Mostly? We lost a supermarket full of food and the zookeeper’s in town, but we’re alive.”

Brad gestured at Tim and the trucks. “What about your team? It looks like things got a little

eventful.”Tim nodded. “Yeah, we ran into some wolves. The huge, mutated kind. I almost died.”

Tim spun himself in place. “I can walk just fine, but Jake and Heather shoved me in this

wheelchair and told me to take it easy the rest of the day. It’s kinda bothering me how much

they’re babying me.”Sam shook her head. “It must have been pretty bad if you’ve got my

brother worrying about you.”“Little bit.” Tim gave an anxious laugh as his gaze drifted, reliving

the experience. “Anyway, I’m planning on fixing these cars up as soon as we find a body shop

we can borrow.”“Sounds good to me,” Brad said.Sam looked off to her brother, who was

boarding up another building’s windows. “Speaking of borrowing things. Think I can borrow you,

Brad? I’ve got an idea I want to run by you and Jake.”“What are you planning?” Brad asked like

he already knew she was up to something.Sam dragged him along by the arm. Brad didn’t

resist, and Jo invited herself to the party.“Are you planning another adventure?”“Yes,” Sam

admitted before they reached Jake and the others. “Hey big brother.” She put on her sweetest

voice, the kind she always used whenever a big ask was coming. He knew the voice.Jake

finished hammering another board into place and turned to face his sister. Chet and Aron

stopped as well. “Oh no. What are you up to this time?”“Nothing too big. I’m just wondering if I

can borrow your truck, or Aron’s. Either one’s fine so long as it’s quiet,” Sam said.Aron

scratched the side of his helmet with his shovel. “Sam, if you want to borrow my truck, you

better have a good reason.”“Adventure,” Jo proclaimed.Sam laughed. “She’s not entirely wrong.

See, today we ran into the zookeeper, and in the fight we kinda sorta burned down a

supermarket full of food.”Everyone turned to Brad.He nodded. “Yeah, that nutjob is still after

me. He’s apparently tracking Sweetness thanks to some chip implanted in him.”Sweetness

inspected himself, even rolling over to search for this implant. Eventually he just gave a sort of

shrug and lay on his stomach.“And last we saw, he ran off into the forest,” Sam continued. “My

guess is he’s building an army of wild animals to come attack us. Well, Brad really, but we’re

not going to let him do that, are we?”Chet let out a low whistle. “That sounds the opposite of

good.”“But what’s this have to do with you needing my truck?” Jake asked, his arms folded tight

across his chest.Sam took in a deep breath. Her brother was going to put up a fight, she just

knew it, but she had to get through his thick skull for everyone’s sake. “Because there aren’t

enough of us here, Jake. We need more people and we need more supplies. I need a truck to

go to the surrounding towns to recruit who we need and gather whatever supplies we can get

our hands on.”Jake frowned. “Things aren’t that bad here, Sam.”“Not yet they aren’t,” Sam said.

“You’ve all heard from your muses, right? The seeder hordes will just keep escalating, and

there’s real aliens coming down to our planet. They might be friendly or they might want us

dead. Either way, we need more people to defend ourselves.”“We just need to get stronger,

then. Grind out levels, like you kids say.” Jake turned to Aron and Chet. “That’s the thing you do

in games to get stronger, right?”Chet grinned from ear to ear and nodded along with Aron. Sam

wondered if Aron was smiling under his mask; it was so hard to read his emotions without

seeing his face.Brad sighed. “She’s not wrong, Jake. We can spend years fighting aliens,

mutants, and crazies, but that’ll only get us so far. If the aliens are coming, they’re going to be

much higher level than us, and definitely more than we have in our little community right

now.”“Well, I’m not letting her go alone,” Jake said. “We can leave in the morning, Sam.”Sam

gave a nervous laugh. “I was kinda hoping you’d stay here.”“Uh, why?”Sam held up a finger.

“First, I don’t know a better handyman around, and the people here are going to need your

skills. No offense, Aron.”“None taken,” Aron said.Sam raised a second finger. “Second, you

know this place like the back of your hand. The people here know you. Brad’s going to need



your help to recruit the locals to our side as well.”“That’s true,” Brad said. “Things would go a lot

smoother with your help recruiting around here, Jake. Much better than if I went from door to

door going, ‘Hey, you want crazy space alien superpowers?’ Plus, you can spare us any

incidents with any locals who aren’t super friendly.”Jake pulled his lips tight. Sam could tell he

wasn’t happy about any of this, but the gears in his head were turning.“Don’t worry, Jake. I’ll be

going with her and keeping Sammy super safe. I swearsies,” Jo announced.Sam wasn’t exactly

filled with confidence over bringing a newbie along for the ride, but the girl could fight. Her

knack for explosives was bound to prove useful if she showed more restraint than she did

earlier in the store.Jake cracked a smile at Jo’s words. “If you’re going, then Jason will want to

come along.”Jo shook her head. “Nah-uh. Jason can stay with you, Jake. He said he missed

spending time with you.”“But he’s your brother,” Jake insisted. “Why wouldn’t he want to come

with you?”Jo gave a big, sheepish smile, “There was… an incident.”“Oh no,” Sam said.“Maybe

several,” Jo continued as her smile widened.Jake fought down a smile tugging at his lips. “What

kind?”“The burny kind, and the boomy kind, and the turns out the concussive blast from an

explosion can take out car windows kind,” Jo admitted. She clasped her hands behind her

back. “You know. Just a few, teensy-weensy incidents.”Sam was going to assume Jo had

learned from all of those incidents and hope for the best. She did manage not to kill any of

them at the grocery store after all.Jake shook his head. “Fine, it doesn’t have to be Jason, but

I’m sending someone else with you two.”“They’re not taking my truck without me,” Aron

said.“Well, I can’t let you run off on your own either, Aron. But uh”—Chet looked back at their

unfinished construction project—“what about all the fortifications you planned?”Aron pulled a

tube from his belt and swung it over to Jake. “My man Jake here can handle everything with my

carefully detailed plans.”Brad shot Jake a questioning glance.Jake took the tube from Aron. “He

found a carrying case for blueprints at the construction site and enough paper to draw up some

plans. This kid’s an absolute brain behind the crazy gas mask act.”Aron pointed his shovel at

him. “Don’t hate on my aesthetic, Jake.”The group laughed. Aron may have looked threatening

and sounded the part thanks to the gas mask he refused to take off, but he was fun to be

around when he was relaxed.“That’s still missing one person for a party,” Sam said. “A couple

tanks, a healer, and three damage dealers. And I think we’ll be set to take on whatever’s out

there. So, who’s going to be our healer?”“We can take Randy with us! He knows all the local

towns, too,” Jo said with a big nod of her head. “He used to do deliveries before the aliens

came down from the sky and made everything messy.”Sam forced a tight smile. Jo was still

going to take some serious getting used to. “So does this sound good to you, Jake? I know you

always want to be around to protect me, but they need you here.”Jake took a deep breath.

“Look, Sam. I know you’re growing up, and you know more about this new world than I do, and

you want to do your own thing. But I’m still your big brother.”Sam braced for her brother to

shoot her idea down.“And I need to learn to relax and give you your space.”Sam stared at her

brother, trying to hide the shock on her face.“You were surviving on your own against the

seeders just fine before I found you. You taught me how to channel the aether poisoning my

body. And you were right about Colton and his crazies,” Jake said. “So while I’m not happy

about letting you go off on your own, I trust you to do the right thing and take care of yourself

while you’re out there.”Sam beamed at her brother. She ran up to him and gave him a big hug.

A hug Rocky joined in on, climbing out of her hoodie to hug Jake’s head.Jake hugged her back

and awkwardly petted Rocky’s back. “Just promise me you won’t stay out there too long,

alright? We don’t have any means to keep in contact with one another without being in a

party.”“That’s probably our next big project,” Brad said. “From what Frank tells me, if we set up a

guild we can communicate with one another regardless of where we are. But it’s expensive to



set up. Like we-could-have-a-few-people-hit-level-two expensive.”“I don’t really have levels, so

that doesn’t mean anything to me,” Jake admitted.“Ten thousand aether,” Brad said. “That’s how

much establishing a guild costs.”Chet clasped at his chest and back pocket. “Oof. My

wallet.” “That’s steep as hell,” Aron said. “But we can all contribute to the cost like any other

game, right?”Brad nodded.“Sounds like recruiting people just got more important.” Sam smiled.

“We’ll leave in the morning after we talk with Randy. If he really knows the area, then he should

know where all the little towns and homes are with the best chances of surviving the seeder

invasion.”Jake looked up. “He should be back at the Gaming Center. Last I saw he was poking

around the 3D printers.”“We’ll go get him right away.” Sam turned and headed off on her own

while the others got back to what they were doing.At least until Jo tagged along, humming by

Sam’s side.Sam ignored her for now, deciding it wasn’t doing any harm while they were at their

home base. So long as Jo learned to keep herself quiet on the field, everything would be fine.

Sam got the feeling that wasn’t going to happen any time soon.Just as Jake said, Randy was

in the upgrade station still poking at the 3D printer with Jason. Sam couldn’t blame him for

being in awe of everything on display. There were just so much everything to choose from in

those things. The amount of choice—from the vast number of item categories to the individual

items within those subcategories—was staggering.“Find anything interesting?” Sam

asked.Jason jumped at the sudden voice. “Oh, hey Sam, Jo.” He waved at them, then turned

back to the 3D printer. “I’m just—there’s so much stuff in here I never imagined. It’s crazy.” He

kept poking through the menus, ogling everything like a kid stuck outside a toy store full of

things his parents couldn’t afford for him.Sam looked back to Jo. “You two really are related,

aren’t you?”“Of course, we’re related. He’s, my brother.” Jo smiled warmly.The joke flew right

over her head.Sam didn’t know what she was expecting, so she turned her attention to Randy.

“Anyway! I heard from Jo here that you know the local area, and we’re planning to go on a little

road trip. Care to help? You might pick up enough aether along the way to buy some of those

things.”Randy nodded. “Sure, I’m in.”Jason pulled back from the 3D printer. “Really?”Well, that

got his attention. Sam nodded. “Yeah. You guys probably didn’t notice, but when you all picked

your classes it used up the aether you already had stored inside your bodies from fighting the

seeders. The original pill poppers like me started at zero since there were no aliens or aether

on Earth to collect.”“That makes sense,” Randy said. “Though it sucks I spent so much of my

life working a job, and now all that cash is literally worthless. You’d think Lucy would come up

with some scheme allowing us to make use of our cash.”Sam hadn’t even thought about that

before. Then again, she was only working part-time jobs and the occasional side gig before the

apocalypse came about. She blew most of her money on games, hardware, and clothes while

her parents handled the living expenses. Right up until she found out her favorite new game

was a tutorial for the actual apocalypse. Then she made some questionable purchases with

her parents’ credit cards.It’s a good thing money doesn’t matter anymore, huh? Sam

thought.Yes, but using your parents’ credit card without their say so was still extremely rude,

dear, Olivia scolded her.That crossbow wasn’t going to buy itself, Sam countered.“That sucks

and all, but hey, we don’t have to pay bills either, so there’s that,” Sam offered. “Anyway, you got

a map or something we can use? We have local power, but I don’t think we have any

internet.”Randy shook his head. “Nope. I’ve tried. It’s been out since the second day of the

invasion up here. But I do have a map on me.” He reached into his cargo pocket and pulled out

a folded-up bundle of paper. “It’s a map from work they made us carry around in case of

emergencies, like if our GPS died and we lost phone signal.”“Lucky us, huh?” Sam said.“Super

lucky!” Jo jumped.Randy smiled. “We’re going to need a table.” He gestured for them to follow

him upstairs to an empty pool table. There he unfurled the huge map. It was covered in small



scuff marks where they had written and erased pencil. The only legible markings were the

battle plans to take down the alpha seeder. It seemed Jake’s friends were skilled hunters. They

baited the huge alpha through streets they had planted explosives at. Scribbles marked at what

time the bombs were set to go off and the rough estimates it would take for them to run from

one bomb site to the next before the seeders were on top of them again. All of it led to the

center of town, where Jo’s delightful bundle of bombs made sure the alpha wouldn’t be

bothering anyone ever again. That particular spot was marked by a far too cute bunny throwing

its little arms up with an explosion in the background. Clearly, this was Jo’s doing.
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Clint Young, “KU Review. “This was a fun book. I am glad that I read it. You should try it too.”As

the title says this is a review for Kindle Unlimited and as such is a reflection of my enjoyment of

the book and in no way reflects cost to value analysis. I hate trying to define my enjoyment and

describe facets of it that would appeal to someone else. It is simply not my style. But for the

sake of those fishing for clues:Character development: very goodGame elements:

moderateHarem elements: noneTone: action packed post apocalyptic story, serious with

enough humor to keep it from being depressingI will happily discuss the book with you on

Goodreads if you are so inclined. As always, I am open to debates and arguments, but also

vain enough to seek acknowledgement, so feel free to roast me or applaud my efforts. Either is

acceptable, because if you are paying attention to me then you are at least considering the

book. And THAT my friends is exactly why you see my comments here.Cheers”
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Phoenix, “Good story. This is a good second book in this apocalypse series. I do have a little

trouble with the point of view switching. Which is obviously a consequence of having so many

mostly main characters. Not completely happy with some of the choices that were made by the

leadership or even some of the other people. However the story itself is fairly fun and plenty of

adventure and fighting. It'll be interesting to see some of the pairing of couples and who picks

who. And what they do obviously some are splitting off completely.Everybody's got their own

life so to speak. I especially enjoy the new species being introduced. The standard Fantastical

races And there difference from trope. Obviously with the gold being the 1st gold on earth.

Hopefully there are some other somewhat decent spots or new guilds formed so that the planet

isn't completely over run except for invictus. I guess we'll find out in the next book or 2.”

Robert M Banes, “Pretty good. There is a lot to like in this series such as the character

development and general plot line, but a few things rub me wrong. One is the inconsistent

knowledge of LItRPG elements like experience and equipment. Another is a pet peeve of mine

when there are inconsistencies from one book to another or even from one chapter to another.

For example, a shy character suddenly taking on leadership roles with no build up or a side

characters name being changed for no apparent reason. Some of this is editing and some of it

is just author inconsistency.Despite my issues with the series, I still give it five stars because it

is still good and worth the read. Book 2 was better than the first book so perhaps book 3 will

be the best yet.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good story. This is a really fun, ovet the top, completely ridiculous story

and I'm really enjoying every page. Lol. So many bizzare random things, a lot of stuff that

makes no sense at all, but don't look to closely and just enjoy the silliness for what it is. Good

fun.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Solid read.. Thats one good book here. Very nice second part of the

story,with heroes growing up in character and means. Good world building,also nice build up

for the next book. Only minus for me are mascot characters,bit overdone and simply silly.”

Marshall Mutch, “Really Good. One of the best LITRPG series, the author did not overpower

his characters from the start making it an enjoyable read.”

The book by Robyn Wideman has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 711 people have provided feedback.
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